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Detecting Recompression of JPEG Images via
Periodicity Analysis of Compression Artifacts

for Tampering Detection
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Abstract—Due to the popularity of JPEG as an image compres-
sion standard, the ability to detect tampering in JPEG images
has become increasingly important. Tampering of compressed
images often involves recompression and tends to erase traces
of tampering found in uncompressed images. In this paper, we
present a new technique to discover traces caused by recom-
pression. We assume all source images are in JPEG format and
propose to formulate the periodic characteristics of JPEG images
both in spatial and transform domains. Using theoretical analysis,
we design a robust detection approach which is able to detect
either block-aligned or misaligned recompression. Experimental
results demonstrate the validity and effectiveness of the proposed
approach, and also show it outperforms existing methods.

Index Terms—Compression artifacts, JPEG images, periodicity
analysis, recompression detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the wide availability of high-quality image editing
software, general users can now easily edit or en-

hance digital image content in many ways. However, these
easy-to-use image editing techniques also pose new challenges
in digital forensics. Many passive or nonintrusive methods
have been developed for detecting tampering in digital images.
Some methods rely on detecting traces resulting from image
acquisition or tampering operations, such as resampling [1],
color filter array interpolation [2]–[4], camera sensor noise
pattern [5], and scanner sensor noise [6]. Other methods at-
tempt to analyze the inconsistencies in lighting direction [7] or
statistical properties of natural images [8], [9]. Unfortunately,
most existing methods are effective only for uncompressed
raw images and are very vulnerable to JPEG compression.
Since the JPEG image format has now been adopted in digital
cameras and image processing software, it is vital to account
for compression issues in tampering detection methods.
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Tampering in JPEG images often involves recompression
and thus changes the original compression characteristics.
Most existing tampering detection methods for JPEG images
attempt to detect inconsistency in compression characteristics.
Some rely on detecting inconsistency of JPEG quantization
tables [10]–[13]. Others use the compression artifacts, either in
spatial or frequency domain, as an inherent signature for JPEG
images [14]–[18]. Although these approaches [10]–[18] adopt
different compression characteristics, different methods have
their restrictions and drawbacks. In the following subsection,
we briefly summarize these approaches and their restrictions.

A. Inconsistency on Quantization Table

In a JPEG encoder, all 8 8 discrete cosine transform (DCT)
blocks are quantized by the same quantization table before en-
tropy encoding. Once a JPEG image is tampered with (for ex-
ample, using the copy-move forgery), the tampered image may
inherit the characteristics of quantization tables from different
sources and thus may result in inconsistencies. In [10], the quan-
tization table is estimated by quantization error minimization; in
[11] and [12], the maximum likelihood estimation method [11]
and the MAP approach [12] are proposed to estimate the JPEG
quantization steps. Also, in [13], the authors pointed out that
histogram of DCT coefficients concentrate only on multiples
of quantization step and proposed to analyze the power spec-
trum of DCT coefficients for quantization table estimation.With
the estimated quantization table, it is possible to detect block
inconsistency and locate the tampered blocks. However, these
methods tend to obtain a poor estimate of the primary quanti-
zation table (i.e., the quantization table of the original image)
from the recompressed image once recompression is applied
after tampering.

B. Abnormality of Compression Artifacts

When a tampered JPEG image is recompressed and again
saved in JPEG format, the compression artifacts in the final
image may differ from that of singly compressed images.
These compression artifact abnormalities, either in spatial or
frequency domain, have been used to detect recompression in
JPEG images.
Luo et al. [14] proposed a spatial domain method to detect

changes in the symmetric property of blocking artifacts for
spatially shifted and recompressed images. Our earlier work
[15] analyzed the blocking artifacts from their periodicity and
proposed a blocking periodicity model to detect whether an
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Fig. 1. DCT coefficients histogram: (a) 2nd ac term with quantization step size and (b) 12th ac term with quantization step size .

image has been cropped and recompressed. However, these
spatial domain methods, which rely on detecting abnormality
in blocking artifacts, are unable to detect recompression when
there involves no spatially shift or cropping with misaligned
block boundaries from the original JPEG image.
In frequency domain analysis, Benford’s law has been used

to model the statistical change in DCT coefficients caused by
recompression [16], [17]. In [18], a method via DCT coefficient
analysis is proposed to detect and locate doubly compressed re-
gions. However, although these frequency domain methods try
to detect abnormality in DCT distributions, they usually fail to
detect recompression with misaligned block boundaries.
As is clear from the previous discussion (and to the best

of our knowledge), no approach has been proposed for JPEG
recompression detection that tackles both aligned and mis-
aligned block boundaries. Considering that quantization table
estimation completely relies on analysis of DCT coefficients,
one would fail to measure the primary quantization table from
recompressed images once there involves spatial shift with
misaligned block boundaries. On the other hand, the spatial
domain methods for detecting the abnormality of blocking arti-
facts would fail when the recompression includes no shifted or
misaligned block boundaries. To the contrary, when the block
boundaries in the recompressed images are misaligned from
the original JPEG image, frequency domain methods usually
fail to detect the abnormalities on DCT distributions.
In this paper, we assume the authentic images are originally in

JPEG format and all tampering operations involve recompres-
sion. We propose a new compression characteristic that should
be insensitive to either block aligned or misaligned cases, and
then detect recompression in JPEG images using this proposed
characteristic. In Section II, we describe the periodic character-
istic of JPEG compressed images in mathematic formulation. In
Section III, we further derive the variation of periodicity charac-
teristics for doubly compressed JPEG images. Based on the pe-
riodicity characteristics discussed in Sections II and III, we then
propose a robust recompression detection method in Section IV.
A series of experimental results are presented in Section V to
validate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, we
conclude in Section VI.

II. PERIODICITY CHARACTERISTICS OF JPEG IMAGES

In the JPEG lossy compression standard, an input image is
first divided into nonoverlapped 8 8 blocks, and each block is
individually transformed using the DCT. The DCT coefficients
are then quantized by a quantization matrix and finally encoded
by the entropy coder. This block-based compression scheme in-
herently results in periodicity characteristics in both the spatial
and DCT domains. In the spatial domain, since each block is in-
dividually transformed and quantized, the intensity inconsisten-
cies between block boundaries may result in blocking artifacts.
Especially in a heavily compressed image, blocking artifacts are
comparatively noticeable every eight pixels and yield a regular
periodic pattern in the spatial domain. In the DCT domain, since
all blocks are quantized using the same 8 8 quantization ma-
trix, coefficients of the same DCT term in the entire image are
multiples of their corresponding quantization step. If we con-
struct a histogram for each DCT term, then each of the 64 his-
tograms would behave as a periodic signal. Note that the peri-
odicity become less obvious with a large quantization step size,
because most DCT coefficients will be quantized to zero. An
example is shown in Fig. 1, where Fig. 1(a) and (b) are the his-
tograms of the 2nd and the 12th ac terms (in zigzag scan order).
From Fig. 1, histogram of lower frequency term shows a clear
periodic pattern, while the periodicity in higher frequency term
is less obvious.
Next, we will mathematically formulate the periodicity char-

acteristics in spatial and DCT domains.

A. Periodicity of Blocking Artifacts

Blocking artifacts are caused by the intensity distortion be-
tween adjacent blocks after lossy compression. Let denote the
binary representation of the ideal blocking artifacts for an 8 8
block

if
(1)

where 1 indicates the area with consistent intensity and 0 indi-
cates the blocking boundary. Hence, the binary representation
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Fig. 2. The 8 8 peaks after discrete Fourier transform.

of blocking artifacts for a JPEG image is represented as

(2)

where indicates the periodicity of block coding, which equals
eight in JPEG format.
In (2), we model the ideal blocking artifacts as a 2-D periodic

pattern in spatial domain. Next, we analyze the spatial period-
icity by conducting Fourier transform on and obtain

(3)

Equation (3) shows that is nonzero only when or
are multiples of or . Hence, there are peaks
in the Fourier domain of the ideal 2-D periodic signal
and the peak magnitudes are

otherwise
(4)

where , . If we partition these 8 8 peaks into
four regions, as shown in Fig. 2, then, from (4), the peak magni-
tudes are consistent within each region. Therefore, we conclude
that the peak energy distributions characterize the periodicity of
ideal blocking artifacts in the spatial domain and can be seen as
an inherent signature of a singly compressed JPEG image.

B. Periodicity of DCT Coefficients

The distribution of block DCT coefficients on natural images
has been shown to behave like Gaussian and Laplacian distribu-
tions for dc and ac coefficients, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3,
although the quantized coefficients concentrate only on multi-
ples of the quantization steps, the distribution remains the same
even after the DCT coefficients are quantized. Therefore, we
could formulate the distribution of quantized DCT coefficients
in singly compressed JPEG images as

(5)

where indicates the quantization step size, denotes
a zero-mean Laplacian distribution and is the Laplacian pa-
rameter. In (5), is normalized by to ensure the proba-
bility integral equals to one.
We next analyze the periodicity in (5) by 1-D Fourier trans-

form and obtain

if

else

if
else.

(6)

In (6), since and are near zero and negligible, the
spectrum behaves like a periodic signal with constant peak mag-
nitude on multiples of . An example is shown in Fig. 4.
Thus, we could use the peak energy distribution to characterize
the periodicity of DCT coefficients in the frequency domain.
Note that, although this periodicity exists in every quantized

DCT coefficient, those DCT coefficients quantized by large
quantization step sizes tend to concentrate only on a few peaks
[as shown in Fig. 1(b)] and thus yield weaker periodicity in the
Fourier domain [as shown in Fig. 4(b)].

III. CHANGE OF PERIODICITY CHARACTERISTICS AFTER
RECOMPRESSION

In Section II, we derived two periodicity characteristics for
singly compressed JPEG images. In this section, we analyze
how recompression may affect the above-mentioned character-
istics. We assume all the source images are originally JPEG
compressed and all the tampering operations will eventually in-
volve recompression. Fig. 5 shows an example of copy-move
tampering, where and are the upper-left coor-
dinates of the region in the original and tampered images, re-
spectively. As shown in Fig. 5, the copy-move tampering may
result in misaligned block boundaries between the two JPEG
images if or are not multiples of the block
size. Otherwise, the tampered image would have aligned block
boundaries. In addition, we assume that no matter what tam-
pering operations are conducted on an image, the final step is to
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Distribution of first ac term: (a) unquantized DCT coefficients; (b) quantized DCT coefficients with quantization step .

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Fourier domain of Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively.

Fig. 5. Example of copy-move tampering [14].

save and recompress the tampered image as a new JPEG image.
We will now discuss how recompression may change the two
periodicity characteristics in the spatial and DCT domains.

A. Periodic Blocking Artifacts After Misaligned-Block
Recompression

In a singly compressed image, blocking artifacts are located
only on block boundaries, as indicated in (2). However, once
an image has been tampered or cropped with misaligned block
boundaries, the original blocking artifacts would shift along the

cropping vector . Thus, we formulate the blocking arti-
facts in the cropped image (or subimage) as

(7)

where , ; and
are the coordinates in the original and spatially shifted

JPEG images, respectively.
Note that, although blocking artifacts provide evidence of

compression in the spatial domain, if and (i.e.,
aligned-block boundaries), we will not be able to detect any
abnormalities in the blocking artifacts from the recompressed
image. Therefore, here we only discuss the misaligned-block
case, which means that after recompression, the original
blocking artifacts would be located inside the blocks, but not
along the block boundaries.
Fig. 6 shows the tampering operation with block-misaligned

cropping and recompression. Since the strength of the original
blocking artifacts would decrease after recompression, as shown
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Fig. 6. Cropping and recompression operation: (a) the primary block with the
first compression artifact; (b) after cropping, the blocking artifacts were shifted
away from the block boundary; (c) after recompression, new blocking artifacts
appear on the current block boundary, and the primary compression effect re-
mains inside the block but with weaker strength.

in Fig. 6(c), we formulate the original blocking artifacts in the
recompressed image as

(8)

where , , and , .
The parameters and indicate the decreasing degrees of
the original blocking artifacts at the th block. In order to
obtain tractable results, we assume the decreasing degrees are
block independent and rewrite (8) as

(9)

where and , . Now, with (2),
(7), and (9), we assume the blocking artifacts in the first and
second compressions are conditionally independent and then
model the mathematical form of the two blocking artifacts in
the recompressed image as

(10)

Next, we again analyze the periodic characteristic by Fourier
transform and derive the power spectrum of

otherwise
(11)

where and
if and

From (11), we see that power spectrum is determined by the
following factors: , , , and . Unlike (4), the peak mag-
nitude will not always be consistent in the vertical, horizontal,
and diagonal regions (as defined in Fig. 2).

B. Periodicity of DCT Coefficients After Aligned-Block
Recompression

Assume a set of JPEG blocks is recompressed with mis-
aligned block boundary. If we conduct DCT on these blocks,
then the original periodicity caused by quantization will no
longer exist. The reason is that these blocks now are composite
of their original blocks and neighboring blocks. Since the
newly calculated DCT coefficients are obtained from these
composite blocks instead of the original JPEG blocks, we will
not observe any of the original periodicity from analyzing the
DCT histograms. On the other hand, if we analyze the DCT
histograms on JPEG blocks recompressed with aligned block
boundaries, then the original periodicity could still be observed.
Therefore, here we only discuss the DCT periodicity for the
case of aligned-block recompression.
Let and denote the quantization step sizes for the orig-

inal JPEG compression and recompression, respectively; and
, , and denote the unquantized DCT coefficient, the DCT

coefficients after the original JPEG compression, and recom-
pression, respectively. That is,

and

(12)

The quantization constraint set (QCS) theorem [19] showed that
the DCT coefficients before and after compression would be
bounded by

and

(13)

From (12), the recompressed DCT coefficient is collected
from the range centered at and its dis-
tribution could be modeled as

(14)

However, as there are rounding errors while conducting IDCT
andDCT, wemodify the distribution of the quantizedDCT coef-
ficient from into by convolving the original formu-
lation in (6) with a Gaussian distribution . Finally,
we substitute into (14) and obtain

(15)

where the range of is determined by the sign of the coeffi-
cient . We compare the simulation result from (15) with the
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Distribution of doubly compressed DCT coefficients, where the first quantization step is equal to 9 and the second quantization step is equal to 4: (a) ground
truth in JPEG image; and (b) the simulation result by (15).

Fig. 8. Within-block pixels and across-block pixels in an 8 8 block.

ground truth distribution of doubly compressed DCT coeffi-
cients in Fig. 7. The results in Fig. 7 show that our formulation
indeed approximates the ground truth reasonably well.
Next, as in Section II-B, we analyze the periodic character-

istics of by Fourier transform. In order to simplify the
calculation, here we ignore the rounding errors and obtain the
frequency response from (14)

where

(16)

From (16), has a higher magnitude (i.e., the observed
peak) when is a multiple of or . However, since

is close to one when is nearly zero, the magnitudes of
at multiples of are much larger than at multiples

of . That is, the peak magnitudes would not remain con-
sistent once a JPEG image is doubly compressed.

IV. DETECTING RECOMPRESSION VIA JPEG PERIODIC
CHARACTERISTICS

In Sections II and III, we have discussed the periodicity of
blocking artifacts and DCT coefficients for singly and doubly
compressed JPEG images. Next, in this section, we will present
our proposed recompression detection method in terms of the
periodicity in JPEG images.

Fig. 9. (a) Original image; (b) probability map of (a) using the method in [15];
and (c) estimated blocking artifact of (a) with our proposed approach.

When dealing with color images, we could conduct the detec-
tion on three color components independently. However, since
the two chromatic components and are coarsely sampled
and quantized in JPEG standard, their periodicity tends to be
poorly characterized than in component. Therefore, we will
conduct the detection method on component only.

A. Detecting Misaligned-Block Recompression by Blocking
Artifacts

1) Estimation of Blocking Artifacts: Since our periodicity
analysis of blocking artifacts rely on the binary representation
of ideal blocking artifacts, we now describe how we estimate
the blocking artifacts from JPEG images. We first use a simple
method [11] to measure the local pixel difference as

(17)
where is the intensity of the pixel . Next, if we
classify pixels into two classes: within-block pixels and across-
block pixels (as shown in Fig. 8), then the local pixel differ-
ences of within-block pixels are usually highly similar
to each other within a small neighborhood. Therefore, in our
earlier work [15], we assume that there exists a local linear de-
pendency of for all within-block pixels. However, the
assumption for linear dependency of blocking artifacts is over-
simplified for complex images. Our simulation results show that
the estimated blocking artifacts are highly content-dependent,
as shown in Fig. 9(b), because the linear dependency model de-
rived from the whole imagemay not apply to local characteristic
of different pixels in complex images.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Pixel difference distribution: (a) at block position (0,0); and (b) at block position (7,7).

Therefore, instead of using the linear dependencymodel, here
we propose to model the blockiness in terms of both the local
pixel difference and its interblock correlation. Assume
we decompose an image into nonoverlapped 8 8 blocks and
construct 64 distributions of pixel differ-
ence across the whole image. Although the 64 distributions may
behave differently, depending on the image content, the distri-
butions for the within-block pixels tend to concentrate around
zero, as shown in Fig. 10(a). On the other hand, the distribu-
tions for across-block pixels usually have a larger variance, as
shown in Fig. 10(b). Here, we represent these distributions by
nonparametric histograms and define the pixel likelihood to the
corresponding distribution by

where

(18)

If we observe both the pixel difference and its likeli-
hood , we find that pixels located on image
edge or texture area usually have larger but have smaller
likelihood. Therefore, we can construct a better content-inde-
pendent model to estimate blocking artifacts by including both

and its likelihood.Wemeasure the distance between two
adjacent pixels and as

(19)

where and are interblock distribu-
tions of pixels and , respectively. The
first term in (19) measures the absolute value difference be-
tween the two local pixel differences and .
The second term in (19) includes
and , which measure the confidence
of each pixel to the corresponding interblock distribution,
and and ,
which measure the between-class likelihood. If
and are highly similar in terms of blockiness, then

would be close to zero.
Using (19), next we estimate the blockiness by

weighted averaging the distance between a pixel and its eight
neighbors

(20)

where is the normalized weight proportional to the prob-
ability likelihood of pixel

(21)

In order to be consistent with the binary representation de-
fined in (1), we modify (20) as follows:

(22)

Thus, would be close to one if is highly similar
to its neighbors.
Fig. 9(c) shows the result obtained by (22). As we expect,

since the local pixel difference of an across-block pixel
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Fig. 11. (a) Original image; (b) peak window of (a), ; and (c) peak
window of (a) with and .

is usually dissimilar with its neighbors, its tends to be
close to zero, which is indicated by a black pixel. Moreover,
in comparison with the result of our earlier work in [15], the
proposed estimate of blocking artifacts is more independent to
image content and could better capture the inherent blockiness
existing in JPEG images.
2) Feature Extraction in Fourier Domain: Next, we convert

the blocking artifacts to Fourier domain. As shown
in (3), we should observe 8 8 peaks in the power spectrum.
In addition, from (4) and (10), a singly compressed JPEG
image has consistent peak magnitudes within the horizontal,
vertical, and diagonal regions (as defined in Fig. 2), while a
recompressed image will not have consistent peak magnitudes.
For example, in Fig. 11(b) and (c), we show the magnitudes of
only the 8 8 peaks in the power spectrum for both the singly
compressed and the recompressed image. Note that in Fig. 11,
we ignore the strongest peak at the lowest frequency (0,0).
As shown in Fig. 11(b), most peak magnitudes concentrate
on vertical and horizontal regions and are evenly distributed
within each region. On the other hand, in Fig. 11(c), since the
blocking periodicity from the first compression also contributes
to the estimate of blocking artifacts, the peak magnitudes now
look very different from Fig. 11(b).
Therefore, we propose to extract features to measure the peak

energy distribution so as to discriminate between singly com-
pressed images and recompressed images. We calculate the nor-
malized peak energy from three nonoverlapping regions ,
, and , as defined in Fig. 2, and extract the following four

features:

and

(23)

We will then use the four features to characterize the change of
blocking artifacts caused by misaligned-block recompression.

B. Detecting Aligned-Block Recompression By DCT
Periodicity

In Section II-B, we have shown that the histograms of DCT
coefficients in a singly compressed JPEG image are periodic
and the spectrum [as derived in (6)] are also periodic with
constant peak magnitudes. On the other hand, as discussed
in Section III-B, the histogram of DCT coefficients in the re-
compressed image has multiple periodicities and the spectrum
no longer has constant peak magnitudes. Therefore, we first
construct 64 histograms for the 8 8 DCT
coefficients individually and next derive the peaks from the
corresponding spectrum .
A simple peak extraction method is proposed here. For every

power spectrum value , we use a search window
which involves to , to detect whether

is a local maximum or not. Two empirical constraints
are stated below

(24)

where , , and are parameters and are empirically set as
, , and .

Using the above constraints, we extract these local maxima
as the peaks of . Then we adopt standard deviation to show
the periodicity variation; that is,

(25)

where indicates all extracted peaks of .
As we have demonstrated in Section II, when the DCT coef-

ficients are concentrated on a few peaks in high frequency band,
the periodicity becomes less easy to detect. Therefore, we only
use the first five ac terms’ DCT coefficients in zig-zag scan order
to extract peak variation features.
Combining the four features in (23) and the five features in

(25), we finally extract nine periodic features for JPEG recom-
pression detection.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the proposed periodic features in JPEG images,
here we focus on two tampering operations: 1) cropping and
recompression, and 2) composite JPEG sources. All our experi-
ments are conducted on the component of color images. In the
first part, all the cropped image blocks reveal the primary com-
pression traces of blocking artifacts in the spatial domain. Thus,
we use the first experiment to validate the proposed four features
in Section IV-A and compare to the related work [14] which
also use spatial statistics. In the second part, local copy-move
has been conducted; that is, the tampered images are composite
of multiple JPEG sources. We use the nine periodic features in
both the spatial and DCT domains to detect composite JPEG
images. To show the superiority of our method, we also com-
pare with two existing methods [17], [18], where [17] detects
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TABLE I
DETECTION ACCURACY (%) OF SINGLE COMPRESSION

(QUALITY FACTOR ) AND DOUBLE COMPRESSION (1ST
QUALITY FACTOR AND SECOND QUALITY FACTOR )

doubly compressed images by Benford’s Law, and [18] detects
doctored JPEG images by double quantization effects.
Moreover, to validate the robustness of the proposed features

under different distortions, we conduct a series of experiments
for sensitivity analysis. We also evaluate the robustness of the
proposed features using different sizes of pasted patch in copy-
move tampering.

A. Detecting Cropping and Recompression

In this experiment, we use 250 color images captured using a
Nikon D80 with RAW format and 3872 2592 resolution. We
first compress these images with quality factor , crop into
size of 720 480 with aligned block boundaries, and use this
data set as our singly compressed images. To create the cropped-
and-recompressed images, we compress the RAW images with
quality factor , followed by randomly cropping into size of
720 480 and recompression with quality factor .
Table I shows the detection accuracy with the proposed four

features in Section IV-A and also a comparison with the BACM
[14] method. The detection results in Table I show that our
proposed method indeed outperforms BACM in most cases.
Nevertheless, these features are feasible only when the original
quality factor is smaller than the recompression quality factor.
Otherwise, the former high quality compression information
would be destroyed by recompression with lower quality factor.
The cropping position also influences the detection accuracy.
For example, if images are cropped along or with

before recompression, the previous blocking arti-
facts, which is especially large at position (7,7), would become
less obvious to be detected. As shown in Fig. 12(b), if we crop
images along or , most primary blocking artifacts
will be merged into the second blocking artifacts, including the
pixel difference at position (7,7). Therefore, the trace of original
compression becomes less obvious compared with Fig. 12(a).
After Fourier transform, the peak energy, instead of diverging
to diagonal peaks, would still be distributed along vertical or
horizontal peaks and retain consistency, making it an unreliable
feature.

B. Detecting Composite JPEG Sources

In this experiment, we use 250 color images with RAW
format, which were captured using Canon EOS, Nikon D80,

Fig. 12. Cropped and recompressed 8 8 JPEG block with different cropping
vector. (a) cropping vector and (b) cropping vector .

Fig. 13. Constructing a composite JPEG image, where the image size is
1024 1024, the size of the copy-move subimage is 720 720, and the
cropping vector is randomly selected from (0,0) to (7,7).

TABLE II
DETECTION ACCURACY (%) OF COMPOSITE JPEG IMAGES

and Pentax K100D.We first compress these images with quality
factor , crop into size of 1024 1024 with aligned block
boundaries, and use this data set as our singly compressed
images. To create the tampered image set, for each image in
the singly compressed image set with quality factor , we
randomly select another image with the same quality factor,
crop a 720 720 patch, paste this patch to , and then save the
composite image as a new JPEG image with quality factor

. Fig. 13 shows the copy-move operation. Note that all
cropping positions are randomly selected and may result in
either misaligned or aligned block boundaries. Thus, we have
500 images for each quality setting with and . Using
the nine features proposed in Section IV, we randomly select
400 images as training data to SVM, and use the rest as test
data.
Table II shows the experimental results. We discuss the re-

sults in three cases, i.e., , and
. If , both blockiness and DCT

features reveal the trace of recompression. If ,
blockiness features behave poorly since the pixel difference is
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TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL SETTING OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

less discriminative as the quality factor decreases. Also, DCT
features poorly characterize the periodicity variation since the
periodicity is dominated by the second quantization step. Note
that, whether or , the proposed DCT
features are both ineffective when

or

where and

indicate the first and second quantization steps (26)

In (26), when one quantization step is a multiple of the other,
the histograms of the corresponding DCT coefficients would re-
veal only one single periodicity either from the first or second
compression. Nevertheless, these cases in (26) rarely happen si-
multaneously for all the 64 DCT coefficients and thus we could
still obtain sufficient features to discriminate periodicity change.
The average detection rates of and
are 98% and 80%, respectively. As we expect, our proposed fea-
tures are robust to detect recompression.
Nevertheless, the average detection accuracy is merely 70%

when . Since the first and second quantization
step sizes are the same, it is impossible for DCT features to
distinguish the primary periodicity. Only the blockiness features
are valid when the primary blocking artifacts locate inside an
8 8 block, which implies that misalignment must always be
present. With these constraints, we expect that the detection rate
decreases much noticeably in this special case.
Furthermore, we compare our periodic features with the ex-

isting methods in [17] and [18]. Since themethod in [17] applied
the first digit distribution of DCT coefficients and requires a
large amount of information for statistical analysis, this work is
not reliable for detecting locally tampered images. Similarly, the
method in [18] also relies on statistic features of double quanti-
zation effects, and thus requires a sufficient number of tampered
blocks for reliable detection. Table II compares the detection ac-
curacy with [17] and [18] using the fixed-sized pasted patch. As
shown in Table II, our proposed features outperform [17] and
[18] in , , and cases.

C. Sensitivity Analysis

In this experiment, we use the composite JPEG images as our
tampered data to validate the sensitivity of the proposed periodic
features. The sensitivity analysis we conduct before recompres-
sion includes white Gaussian noises, blurring operation, rotation
of the pasted patches, and copy-move tampering with different
sizes of pasted patch. The experimental setting for this sensi-
tivity analysis is listed in Table III, where the percentage (%) of

Fig. 14. Detection accuracy of composite JPEG images with (a) white
Gaussian noise, (b) image blurring, (c) image rotation, and (d) different size of
pasted regions.

pasted patch indicates the ratio of the copy-move patch in the
whole image.
Fig. 14(a)–(d) shows the detection accuracy with different

levels of distortions or different sizes of pasted patch. We fix
the quality factor of first compression as 50 to ensure
is always larger than . As shown in Fig. 14, our proposed
periodic features are not sensitive to different distortion levels.
Note that, when the size of pasted patch is smaller, more un-
tampered blocks, which inherit recompression characteristics,
are available. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 14(d), our proposed
method works better with the smaller size of pasted patch. In
addition, in Fig. 14(a) and (b), the detection rate does not al-
ways increase as increases when global operations such as
additive white Gaussian noise or blurring are applied. Because
global operation tends to change the intensities of all pixels and
may destroy the primary compression artifacts, the remaining
periodic features could be insufficient to characterize the recom-
pression in either spatial or frequency domain. Therefore, our
approach is limited if a global operation with a large distortion
level is applied before recompression.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered tampering in JPEG images as a
problem of detecting recompression. The main contributions
of our work include: 1) we used mathematical formulation and
theoretical proof to show that the periodicity of compression
artifacts would change once a JPEG image is recompressed;
2) using this property, we further proposed a novel and robust
approach for detecting recompression; and 3) combining the
periodic features in both spatial and frequency domains, our
method can detect recompression with either aligned or mis-
aligned block boundaries. Experimental results show that the
proposed method outperforms existing approaches in most
quality factor settings.
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